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The objective of this study was to examine associations between
regional brain metabolism, as measured by 18F-FDG PET, and

neurocognitive outcomes in adult survivors of childhood acute lym-

phoblastic leukemia (ALL) treated with cranial radiation. Method:
Thirty-eight adult survivors of ALLwere randomly selected from a large

cohort treated with cranial radiation therapy (19 with 18 Gy and 19

with 24 Gy of exposure). At a mean age of 26.4 (range, 22.3–37.4)

years, and 23.5 (range, 20.4–32.8) years since diagnosis, patients
underwent comprehensive neurocognitive evaluations and brain
18F-FDG PET imaging during a resting condition. 18F-FDG PET im-

ages were analyzed stereotactically, and pixel values were normalized

to global activity. Predefined region-of-interest and voxel-based
correlation analyses were performed. Results: Compared with na-

tional norms, survivors demonstrated lower vocabulary (P , 0.001),

reading (P , 0.001), mathematics (P , 0.001), working memory
(P , 0.001), oral naming speed (P , 0.001), and cognitive flexibility

(P , 0.001). Metabolic activity was higher in basal gangliar struc-

tures for those treated with 24 Gy of cranial radiation therapy (P 5
0.04). Metabolic activity was positively correlated with oral naming
speed in both lateral frontal lobes (ρ 5 0.48 and 0.47 for right and

left frontal regions, respectively, P , 0.01) and negatively correlated

with cognitive flexibility in the sections of the basal ganglia (P, 0.01

for both caudate and putamen). Conclusion: Neurocognitive im-
pairment in long-term survivors of ALL treated with cranial radiation

appears to be associated with increased metabolic activity in frontal

cerebral cortical and subcortical regions in the basal ganglia, sug-
gesting decreased efficiency of the frontostriatal brain circuit.
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Advances in treatment of childhood cancer have resulted in
survival rates exceeding 80%, with current estimates suggesting 1
in 640 young adults in the general U.S. population is a survivor of

childhood cancer (1). A significant percentage of these survivors
experience treatment-related complications as they age into adult-
hood (2). Neurocognitive impairment, particularly in executive
function, is relatively common in adult survivors of childhood
acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) treated with cranial radiation
therapy (CRT) (3). Many of these survivors demonstrate long-term
decline in neurocognitive function (4). Furthermore, we have re-
cently demonstrated patterns of brain morphology and neurocog-
nitive function in adult survivors of childhood ALL treated with
CRT that are consistent with reports of aging adults at risk for
dementia (5).
Although dose of CRT and region of exposed brain are gen-

erally associated with risk of impairment, the pathophysiology of
brain response to treatment is not well understood. Prior studies
have demonstrated reduced white matter volume and integrity in
survivors treated with CRT (6–8). More recently, reduced volume
of cortical gray matter has been reported in long-term survivors
(9), though the functional significance of these differences is un-
certain. To date, there have been few studies that have directly
examined cortical and subcortical gray matter function.
PET is an established technique for imaging functional pro-

cesses in the body. When combined with 18F-FDG (i.e., 18F-FDG
PET), metabolism can be examined within discrete body regions,
including specific cortical and subcortical regions of the brain.
Brain 18F-FDG PET has frequently been used to examine aging
adults who are either at risk for or currently experiencing dementia.
Glucose metabolism in frontal, parietal, and temporal lobes has
been found to distinguish healthy aging adults from those diag-
nosed with Alzheimer disease, with 89% sensitivity and 86%
specificity (10). 18F-FDG PET has also demonstrated differences
between Alzheimer and frontotemporal dementia (11), the latter of
which is characterized by patterns of executive dysfunction (12)
similar to those observed in adult survivors of childhood ALL (3).
Frontotemporal dementia appears related to dysfunction in the
frontostriatal circuit (12), a network involving reciprocal connections
between dorsolateral frontal lobe regions and the basal ganglia.

18F-FDG PET has been used to examine brain function in sur-
vivors of childhood cancer, with mixed results. Kahkonen et al.
reported no difference in global brain activity in 20 survivors of
ALL treated with CRT, compared with 20 treated with chemother-
apy only (13). Similar results have been reported when examining
global brain activity in survivors of central nervous system tumors
treated with CRT, though when regional functioning was examined
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lower activity was identified in frontal, parietal, and temporal lobes

(14). Cortical brain activity has been reported to negatively correlate

with activity in subcortical regions after CRT (15). These brain
18F-FDG PET studies in childhood cancer have primarily focused

on survivors who are relatively early in the phase of survivorship,

with no studies of aging adult survivors of childhood cancer. In

addition, the clinical significance of the differences in metabolic

activity is unclear.
In the current study, we report brain 18F-FDG PET and neuro-

cognitive function in aging adult survivors of childhood ALL who

were treated with CRT at least 10 y before current assessment.

Given that these survivors are known to have deficits in executive

functions (3), we expected brain metabolism in frontal regions to

be associated with neurocognitive test results.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Population

Participants were randomly selected from a large cohort of more

than 1,400 survivors of ALL registered in the St. Jude Lifetime Cohort

Study (16). Eligibility criteria for our sample included age at diagnosis

of 21 y or younger, current age 18 y or older, and 10 y or more from

diagnosis and treatment with CRT. Survivors treated for ALL received

either 18 Gy (n 5 19) or 24 Gy (n 5 19) of CRT. Patients were ex-

cluded if they had a history of a developmental disorder or neurologic

event unrelated to their cancer history or if they relapsed or were di-

agnosed with a second cancer that required additional CRT or neurotoxic

chemotherapy (i.e., intrathecal or high dose intravenous methotrex-

ate). Sixty-five potentially eligible survivors were identified from
medical records and randomly selected using statistical software with

a random number generator. Survivors were contacted for recruitment
and scheduled for campus visits. During the campus visit, 5 survivors

were identified as having experienced a secondary brain tumor and 2
had a subsequent neurologic injury unrelated to their ALL diagnosis,

leaving 58 truly eligible survivors. Of these, 13 refused participation,
7 withdrew before data collection, and 38 (65.5%) participated in the

study.
All survivors provided written informed consent, and the protocol

was approved by the St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital Institu-
tional Review Board.

Procedure

Medical record abstraction was performed to capture exposure data

including chemotherapy (cumulative doses), surgical procedures, and
radiation (fields, doses, and beam energy). All participants were mailed

comprehensive questionnaires covering health history and status, social
and demographic factors, health behaviors, and psychosocial history.

Each participant underwent risk-based medical assessment consistent
with the Children’s Oncology Group Long-Term Follow-Up Guidelines

for Survivors of Childhood, Adolescent and Young Adult Cancer (17).
Assessment was based on primary diagnosis, age at diagnosis, and

therapeutic interventions. Survivors treated with cranial radiation or
antimetabolite chemotherapy underwent neurocognitive assessment.

Neurocognitive testing was conducted during a single 2-h visit
within 3 d of medical examination and 18F-FDG PET brain imaging.

TABLE 1
Demographic and Treatment Characteristics and Performance on Neurocognitive Tests

18-Gy ALL 24-Gy ALL

Survivor characteristic Mean SD

95% confidence

interval P* Mean SD

95% confidence

interval P* P†

Current age 25.4 2.57 24.2–26.6 27.5 3.52 25.8–29.2 0.05

Age at diagnosis 2.8 1.59 2.1–3.6 2.9 1.63 2.2–3.7 0.81

Time since diagnosis 22.6 1.92 21.6–23.5 24.5 3.03 23.0–25.9 0.03

Neurocognitive functions

Global intelligence −0.38 0.81 −0.77 to 0.01 0.06 −0.36 0.79 −0.74 to 0.02 0.06 0.96

Vocabulary −0.83 1.09 −1.35 to −0.30 0.004 −0.74 1.06 −1.25 to −0.23 0.007 0.81

Word reading −0.53 0.55 −0.80 to −0.27 ,0.001 −0.49 0.55 −0.76 to −0.22 0.001 0.80

Calculations −0.74 0.89 −1.17 to −0.31 0.002 −0.67 0.65 −0.99 to −0.36 ,0.001 0.79

Visuomotor speed −0.56 0.69 −0.89 to −0.23 0.02 −0.40 0.58 −0.69 to −0.12 0.007 0.45

Oral naming speed −0.91 0.77 −1.28 to −0.54 ,0.001 −0.98 0.91 −1.42 to −0.54 ,0.001 0.79

Focused attention −0.27 0.89 −0.70 to 0.16 0.20 −0.06 1.45 −0.75 to 0.64 0.87 0.59

Sustained attention −0.52 1.09 −1.04 to 0.01 0.06 −0.18 0.79 −0.56 to 0.20 0.34 0.28

Attention span −0.87 0.91 −1.31 to −0.43 0.001 −0.53 1.04 −1.04 to −0.03 0.04 0.30

Verbal memory −0.77 1.03 −1.27 to −0.28 0.004 −1.19 0.92 −1.64 to −0.75 ,0.001 0.19

Working memory −0.39 0.66 −0.70 to −0.07 0.02 −0.39 0.76 −0.75 to −0.03 0.04 0.99

Cognitive flexibility −0.88 1.49 −1.60 to −0.16 0.02 −1.03 1.33 −1.67 to −0.39 0.003 0.75

Cognitive fluency −0.12 0.84 −0.53 to 0.28 0.53 −0.51 0.88 −0.93 to −0.07 0.02 0.18

*P values for 1-sample t tests comparing mean to value of 0.0.
†P values for 2 group t tests.

Values for neurocognitive functions are presented in age-adjusted z scores (mean 5 0, SD 5 1.0), based on national normative data;

95% confidence intervals for these scores that do not contain value of 0.0 indicate that mean for respective group falls significantly below

expected value.
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Assessed domains included intelligence (18), academic skills (19),

attention (20–22), memory (23), processing speed (20–22), and exec-
utive function (20,21). Survivors completed a self-rating questionnaire

to evaluate perceived neurobehavioral function, which has been vali-
dated in numerous studies of medical illness and neurologic injury and

includes separate indices of behavioral and cognitive problems (24).
Order of testing was standardized, and survivors’ schedules were ad-

justed to limit impact from fatigue and extraneous factors.
For PET/CT examinations, 55.5 MBq/kg (0.15 mCi/kg) of 18F-FDG

(maximum, 444 MBq (12 mCi)] were injected intravenously in pa-
tients after an overnight fast or after a minimum 4-h fast for studies

done in the afternoon. Patients stayed in a quiet, dark room after the
injection and were encouraged to remain recumbent and relaxed.

Transmission CT images for attenuation correction and lesion locali-
zation as well as PET emission images were acquired approximately

1 h later using a Discovery LS PET/CT system (GE Healthcare);
in later studies, a Discovery LS 690 (GE Healthcare) was used. CT

parameters were helical acquisition; tube rotation, 0.5 s; coverage,
39.27 mm/rotation; pitch, 0.984:1; slice thickness, 3.75 mm; interval,

3.27 mm; 120 kV; 100 mA; and noise index, 25.00.

Statistical Analyses

Descriptive statistics were calculated for demographic and treat-

ment characteristics and neurocognitive outcomes. The impact of CRT
on neurocognitive outcomes was assessed by classifying survivors into

2 groups based on original treatment: 18 Gy or 24 Gy CRT for ALL.
Neurocognitive scores were transformed into age-adjusted z scores

(mean, 0; SD, 1.0) using national norms. One-sample t tests were used
to determine whether the mean for each group differed from the ex-

pected normal population mean of z 5 0.0. Two-sample t tests were
used to test for differences between groups.

18F-FDG PET images were analyzed stereotactically, and pixel val-
ues were normalized to global activity. Activity levels in predefined

regions of interest (ROIs) were examined between groups using

2-sample t tests. ROIs were examined in relation to predetermined
neurocognitive measures. Voxel-based correlation analyses were also

conducted using statistical parametric mapping, and associations with
neurocognitive function were examined. Only neurocognitive mea-

sures that demonstrated either group differences or differences from
the expected normal distribution in each group were used in the ROI-

and voxel-based correlation analyses.

RESULTS

Ten female and 9 male survivors were included in each of the
treatment exposure groups. Survivors treated with 18-Gy CRT
(25.4 y) were slightly younger than survivors treated with 24-Gy
CRT (27.5 y), though no difference was observed in age at diagnosis
(Table 1). This difference in current age and an observed differ-
ence in time since diagnosis (22.6 and 24.5 y for 18- and 24-Gy
CRT groups, respectively; P 5 0.03) reflects the historic change
from 24- to 18-Gy CRT for prophylactic treatment of the central
nervous system in standard-risk ALL. Both groups demonstrated
significant impairment in multiple neurocognitive functions when
compared with normative data, though no differences were apparent
between groups for any of the neurocognitive outcomes (Table 1).
In particular, lower age-adjusted scores were observed on measures
of vocabulary, reading, mathematics, visuomotor speed, oral nam-
ing speed, attention span, verbal memory, working memory, and
cognitive flexibility.
Table 2 presents 18F-FDG PET activation values by predetermined

brain ROIs. With regions normalized to global brain activity, both
groups demonstrated relatively higher activity in the cerebral cortex,

basal ganglia, and thalamic regions. Relatively lower activity was
observed in the cerebellum, cingulate gyrus, amygdala, and para-
hippocampal regions. Only activity in the putamen differed
significantly between groups, though the effect size correlation
coefficients (d/O[d2 1 4]) were modest for both the right (0.32)
and the left (0.34) putamen.
Given the lack of group differences in neurocognitive functions

(Table 1) and similar patterns in 18F-FDG PET activation levels
(Table 2), groups were combined for subsequent analysis of asso-
ciations between these outcomes. Correspondence was examined
between those neurocognitive functions with significant rates of
impairment and brain ROIs (Table 3). Slower oral naming speed
was associated with lower metabolism in bilateral frontal lobes,
whereas lower cognitive flexibility was associated with lower me-
tabolism in bilateral parietal lobes. Increased metabolic activity in
the striate (caudate and putamen) was associated with problems in
multiple cognitive functions, including cognitive flexibility, work-
ing memory, attention span, reading, and mathematic calculations.

TABLE 2
18F-FDG PET Values for Predetermined ROIs in Brain

18-Gy ALL 24-Gy ALL

ROI Mean SD Mean SD P

Lateral frontal lobe (R) 1.15 0.03 1.14 0.03 0.41

Lateral frontal lobe (L) 1.13 0.03 1.11 0.03 0.20

Medial frontal lobe (R) 1.04 0.02 1.02 0.03 0.08

Medial frontal lobe (L) 1.03 0.03 1.02 0.03 0.12

Lateral parietal lobe (R) 1.09 0.03 1.08 0.03 0.65

Lateral parietal lobe (L) 1.07 0.03 1.06 0.04 0.25

Medial parietal lobe (R) 1.07 0.03 1.07 0.04 0.69

Medial parietal lobe (L) 1.07 0.04 1.07 0.06 0.66

Occipital lobe (R) 1.14 0.04 1.16 0.05 0.20

Occipital lobe (L) 1.11 0.04 1.12 0.05 0.63

Temporal lobe (R) 1.04 0.03 1.04 0.03 0.94

Temporal lobe (L) 1.01 0.03 1.02 0.03 0.71

Parahippocampus (R) 0.72 0.04 0.74 0.03 0.11

Parahippocampus (L) 0.73 0.03 0.73 0.03 0.36

Anterior cingulate gyrus (R) 0.92 0.05 0.91 0.04 0.63

Anterior cingulate gyrus (L) 0.92 0.05 0.91 0.04 0.28

Posterior cingulate gyrus (R) 1.08 0.05 1.08 0.03 0.93

Posterior cingulate gyrus (L) 1.06 0.05 1.06 0.04 0.92

Cerebellum (R) 0.89 0.05 0.89 0.06 0.85

Cerebellum (L) 0.88 0.05 0.88 0.06 0.94

Caudate (R) 1.22 0.10 1.23 0.07 0.84

Caudate (L) 1.21 0.07 1.23 0.07 0.26

Putamen (R) 1.08 0.06 1.12 0.06 0.05

Putamen (L) 1.09 0.07 1.14 0.07 0.03

Amygdala (R) 0.63 0.04 0.65 0.05 0.20

Amygdala (L) 0.64 0.05 0.66 0.04 0.45

Thalamus (R) 1.03 0.06 1.05 0.04 0.27

Thalamus (L) 1.04 0.06 1.06 0.05 0.17

Values normalized to global PET activity.
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Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate voxel-based correlation between brain
glucose metabolism and oral naming and cognitive flexibility,
respectively.

DISCUSSION

The pattern of neurocognitive and brain imaging results displayed
in this study suggest functional impairment predominantly in

frontotemporal brain regions. Compared with age-adjusted norms,

survivors demonstrated lower performance on neurocognitive pro-

cesses associated with frontal lobe brain regions, including mea-
sures of cognitive flexibility, fluency, working memory, attention

span, and oral naming speed. Lower performance was also ob-

served on measures of verbal memory, vocabulary, and reading,

skills associated with temporal and frontal brain regions. Many of

these neurocognitive functions were correlated with resting-state
glucose metabolism in lateral frontal brain regions, as well as

subcortical centers in the basal ganglia (i.e., caudate and puta-

men). The basal ganglia have numerous projections to frontal (25)

and temporal cortices (25), predominantly through the frontostria-
tal circuit (12). Taken as a whole, this pattern suggests disrupted

development or activation in this circuit.
Differential associations between cortical–subcortical metabo-

lism were observed with neurocognitive function. Lower glucose

metabolism in the cerebral cortex was associated with lower neu-

rocognitive function, whereas higher glucose metabolism in the

striatum was associated with lower neurocognitive function. This
pattern is likely a result of the reciprocal cortical–subcortical feed-
back circuits that exist in the human brain (26). Cortical regions
in the frontal lobes not only receive input from the basal ganglia,
but also serve to regulate these subcortical structures to control
complex information processing, decision making, and planned
actions (27). This feedback loop likely accounts for the negative
correlation between cortical and subcortical regions after CRT that
was previously reported in 12 survivors of childhood ALL (15).
Increased activation in subcortical regions, due presumptively to
reduced inhibition from cortical regions, may affect the efficiency
of neurocognitive processes, particularly executive functions.
The pattern of brain function seen in adult survivors of childhood

ALL treated with CRT appears to involve the frontal and temporal
lobes, as well as the deep gray nuclei, and suggests involvement of
the frontostriatal circuit. However, a diagnosis of frontotemporal
dementia is not warranted. In addition to impaired executive function
and memory, frontotemporal dementia is associated with a pattern
of changes in behavior, including emotional lability and disinhi-
bition (12). Adult survivors of childhood ALL do have high rates
of emotional dysregulation (3), though there is no evidence of
generalized impulsivity or disinhibition. Behavioral disinhibition
is often associated with orbitomedial regions in the frontal lobes,
whereas cognitive flexibility and working memory are associated
with the dorsolateral frontal lobes (12). Thus, a more specific frontal
brain circuit appears compromised in the adult survivors of ALL.

TABLE 3
Correlation Between Neurocognitive Function and 18F-FDG PET Brain ROI

Neurocognitive function

ROI Vocabulary Reading Calculation Visuomotor

Oral

naming

Attention

span

Verbal

memory

Working

memory

Cognitive

flexibility

Lateral frontal lobe (R) 0.06 −0.20 0.05 −0.11 0.48* −0.07 0.10 −0.05 0.13

Lateral frontal lobe (L) 0.20 −0.09 0.01 −0.11 0.47† −0.13 0.20 0.02 −0.08

Medial frontal lobe (R) −0.01 −0.28 0.21 −0.04 −0.17 −0.10 0.12 −0.17 0.14

Medial frontal lobe (L) 0.19 −0.05 0.27 0.03 −0.07 −0.12 0.23 0.00 0.15

Lateral parietal lobe (R) −0.19 −0.03 -0.29 0.09 0.09 −0.07 −0.06 0.14 0.40‡

Lateral parietal lobe (L) −0.01 0.10 −0.09 0.16 0.16 −0.10 0.29 −0.01 0.36‡

Medial parietal lobe (R) 0.04 0.16 −0.21 −0.14 0.07 −0.10 0.27 0.16 0.19

Medial parietal lobe (L) 0.05 0.23 −0.10 −0.10 0.17 0.24 0.26 0.18 0.22

Temporal lobe (R) 0.33 0.27 0.18 0.20 −0.04 −0.03 0.15 0.37‡ −0.06

Temporal lobe (L) 0.36 0.32 0.19 0.26 0.08 −0.06 0.29 0.20 −0.07

Cerebellum (R) −0.09 −0.05 −0.18 −0.18 −0.10 0.22 0.11 0.17 −0.17

Cerebellum (L) −0.14 −0.06 −0.21 −0.16 −0.05 0.19 0.02 0.11 −0.16

Caudate (R) −0.24 −0.30 -0.43† −0.20 −0.16 −0.32 −0.13 -0.57* -0.56*

Caudate (L) −0.11 −0.32 −0.32 −0.12 −0.31 -0.39‡ −0.08 -0.51* -0.47†

Putamen (R) −0.35 -0.39‡ -0.45† −0.14 −0.16 -0.35‡ −0.33 -0.53* -0.56*

Putamen (L) −0.31 -0.40‡ -0.39‡ −0.10 −0.14 -0.38‡ -0.36‡ -0.50* -0.56*

Amygdala (R) 0.08 0.17 0.11 −0.09 0.23 0.02 −0.15 0.05 0.03

Amygdala (L) 0.09 0.07 0.04 −0.33 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.22 −0.23

Parahippocampus (R) −0.03 −0.03 −0.05 0.02 0.15 −0.04 −0.14 0.12 0.09

Parahippocampus (L) −0.01 0.19 −0.10 −0.21 0.28 0.05 −0.22 0.19 −0.06

Correlation coefficients presented for entire sample by right and left brain ROI, with significance identified as follows: *P, 0.005; †P, 0.01;
‡P , 0.05.
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Previous brain imaging research has implicated white matter as
a primary focus of disruption after cancer therapy for childhood
ALL (28). The current results point to a prominent impact on cor-
tical and subcortical gray matter as well. This involvement of the
cerebral cortex is supported by recent quantitative brain imaging
studies. Zeller et al. demonstrated that adult survivors of ALL had
a smaller volume of cortical gray matter and basal ganglia than
healthy controls (9). We recently extended these results by dem-
onstrating associations between impaired memory function and
frontal and temporal cortical thickness as well as smaller hippocampal
volume in adult survivors (5). Further research is needed to examine
interconnections among networks of cortical and subcortical brain
regions as well as how these network influence functional outcomes.
This study is not without limitations. The sample size was

relatively small, compared with recent studies in healthy aging and
Alzheimer dementia. Still, our study is the largest study to date
examining 18F-FDG PET in adult survivors of childhood ALL.
A healthy control group was not available for comparison of
18F-FDG PET uptake or differential associations between metab-
olism and neurocognitive function, though population norms were
available for classification of neurocognitive performance. The
study involved cross-sectional assessment with no longitudinal
follow-up. As such, it is not clear whether patterns of impairment
reflect recent changes, long-standing deficits, or a combination of
both. Longitudinal follow-up is needed to examine the evolution
of the functional problems. Finally, 18F-FDG PET studies were
completed during a resting sate and not during activation of spe-
cific brain functions, limiting us in directly tying brain regions to
neurocognitive impairment. However, our resting-state study does
permit examination of associations between general-state levels
of activation and numerous different neurocognitive functions.

CONCLUSION

The current results suggest survivors treated with cranial radiation
for childhood ALL develop neurocognitive patterns consistent
with altered functioning in the frontostriatal brain circuit. Not only
were cortical brain regions associated with neurocognitive function,
so too were subcortical regions including the putamen and caudate
nucleus of the basal ganglia. This finding is significant because it
implicated not only cortical brain regions, but also subcortical
structures in the basal ganglia as well, in this case the putamen and
caudate nucleus. Identification of neural systems and subcortical
nuclei can contribute to our understanding of pathophysiology in
cancer survivors and may eventually lead to the identification of
neurotransmitters to target for pharmacotherapeutic interventions.
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